
P L A C E S Y O U M U S T V I S I T

A T L E A S T O N C E I N Y O U R L I F E T I M E

WHERE YOUR JOURNEY THROUGH NATURE, HISTORY AND TASTE BEGINS

PIEDMONT LUXURY EXPERIENCE



DAY 1st – MILANO MALPENSA / SERRALUNGA D'ALBA

(190 Km – 118 miles)

Arrival in Milano Malpensa. 

Transfer to Serralunga d’Alba by private bus and accommodation

at the beautiful Boscareto Resort (or similar). Free time

to relax in the SPA or strolling through the amazing vineyards

surrounding the relais. 

Dinner and overnight at the Boscareto Resort (or similar).

DAY 2nd – SERRALUNGA D’ALBA/SANTO STEFANO BELBO: THE DOOR
TO THE LANGA TERRITORY/SANTO STEFANO
BELBO/CANELLI/SERRALUNGA D’ALBA (88 Km – 55 miles)
Breakfast at the hotel.

Morning: Transfer to Santo Stefano Belbo, native land of the famous Italian

writer Cesare Pavese. Guided tour. Visit to Pavese’s native house with the

room where he was born, books, documents and pictures of the author.

Lunch in a restaurant in Santo Stefano Belbo.

Transfer to the nearby village of Canelli, home to the Asti D.O.C.G., the best-

selling Italian wine abroad, made with sweet Moscato grapes with the

champenois method, the same used in the production of Champagne in

France and adapted to this sweet wine. Visit to one of the historic cellars,

renamed "Underground Cathedrals", which have been declared UNESCO

World Heritage Site. Dinner in cellar.

Transfer to Serralunga d’Alba and overnight at the resort.

Guide tour: full day

A poetry of senses, 

the exaltation of taste. A world heritage tour. 

Unique in the world. Unforgettable. Indelible.



DAY 3rd – SERRALUNGA D’ALBA/MONFORTE

D’ALBA/BAROLO/SERRALUNGA D’ALBA (30 Km – 18 miles)

Breakfast in resort.

Morning: transfer to Monforte d’Alba, brief town tour and then proceed

to Barolo, the capital of Langhe. Visit the Falletti di Barolo Castle, the

Wine Museum “WIMU” with wine tasting and to the Corkscrews

Museum. Free lunch.

Afternoon: transfer to Serralunga d’Alba to relax in resort. 

Dinner and overnight at the resort.

Guide tour: half day

DAY 4th – SERRALUNGA D’ALBA/GRINZANE

CAVOUR/DOGLIANI/ALBA/SERRALUNGA D’ALBA 

(90 Km – 55 miles)

Breakfast at the resort.

Morning: tour of some villages on the hills where the famous Barolo

wine is produced. Arrival in Grinzane Cavour, with its wonderful Medieval

Castle, UNESCO site, and houses, the Regional Wine Cellar, the

Ethnographic Museum and the Langa Museum. Wine tasting in the

Regional Wine Cellar. Transfer to Dogliani, where travellers will visit the

“Poderi Luigi Einaudi”. The history of the Poderi (estates) started in 1897,

when Luigi Einaudi (second President of the Italian Republic), when only

23 years old, acquired the farmhouse ‘San Giacomo’ in the village of

Dogliani, surrounded by 40 Piedmontese giornate of vineyards (40

acres). Visit of the winery, the cellar and final wine tasting. Light lunch in

a local restaurant. 

At the end, return to the Resort; time to relax.

Late Afternoon: transfer to Alba, a city known for its White Truffle

International Fear. The Dome has been rebuilt in Gothic style; not far

away, the Church of San Giovanni Battista hosts works of art from the

fourteenth century. The Federico Eusebio Museum presents artifacts

from Prehistory to the Roman era, as well as a section dedicated to

natural history.

Dinner at "Piazza Duomo" Restaurant by Chef Enrico Crippa (3 Michelin

stars). The restaurant is located nearby the ancient town of Alba, closed

to its Dome.

Return to Serralunga d’Alba and overnight at the resort.

Guide tour: half day.

DAY 2nd – SERRALUNGA D’ALBA/SANTO STEFANO BELBO: THE
DOOR TO THE LANGA TERRITORY/SANTO STEFANO
BELBO/CANELLI/SERRALUNGA D’ALBA (88 Km – 55 miles)
Breakfast at the hotel.

Morning: Transfer to Santo Stefano Belbo, native land of the famous

Italian writer Cesare Pavese. Guided tour. Visit to Pavese’s native house

with the room where he was born, books, documents and pictures of

the author. Lunch in a restaurant in Santo Stefano Belbo.

Transfer to the nearby village of Canelli, home to the Asti D.O.C.G., the

best-selling Italian wine abroad, made with sweet Moscato grapes with

the champenois method, the same used in the production of

Champagne in France and adapted to this sweet wine. Visit to one of

the historic cellars, renamed "Underground Cathedrals", which have

been declared UNESCO World Heritage Site. Dinner in cellar.

Transfer to Serralunga d’Alba and overnight at the resort.

Guide tour: full day



DAY 7th – TORINO / MILANO MALPENSA (140 km - 85 miles)
Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to Milano Malpensa. 

Departure. 

End of our services.

Please note: 

The above day-by-dayprogramme is a general preview for guidance purposes and its itinerary andmeals can be reviewed. 

Upon booking, a detailed programme with all the necessary indications will follow the confirmation: addresses, phone numbers,

timetables, notes, suggestions and further information to ensure the best experience.

DAY 5th – SERRALUNGA D’ALBA / TORINO AND THE ROYAL ROUTE

OF TURIN WINES (80 Km – 50 miles)

Breakfast at the resort.

Morning: transfer to Torino; accommodation in NH Carlina hotel (or

similar). Visit of the Egyptian Museum, an archaeological museum,

specialised in Egyptian archaeology and anthropology. It houses one of

the largest collections of Egyptian antiquities, with more than 30,000

artefacts. It is the second most important Egyptian museum in the world

after the Cairo museum and one of the largest museums in Italy.. After a

pleasant walk towards the historic centre, lunch in restaurant at

Baratti&Milano, one of the oldest and most prestigious historic cafés in

Turin.

Afternoon: transfer to Pessione to visit the Martini&Rossi Museum of

Oenology an exceptional location, home to an iconic Italian brand. Wine

experience "Make Your Own Vermouth", an innovative format that offers

an immersion in the art of making Vermouth, a solid Piedmontese

cultural heritage. Discovering the principles of preparation and the use of

aromatic extracts and distillates to personally recreate the

flavours of your Vermouth, playing with aromatic notes and aromas. You

will have the chance to experience a real oenological laboratory. Dinner

at "Terrazza Martini" new Bar Lounge, with an unmistakable charm.

Return to Torino. Overnight in hotel NH Carlina (or similar).

Guide tour: full day

DAY 6 – TORINO
Breakfast at the hotel.

Morning: transfer to Piazza Castello and visit to the Royal Residence hub:

Palazzo Reale and its Gardens, symbol of the magnificence and opulence

of the Savoy dynasty. This is the epicentre of all this power, where the

Collezioni Reali are held, to show the careful administration by the Savoys

and their love for art; Palazzo Madama, the first Senate of the Italian

Kingdom, that takes its traditional name from the embellishments it

received under two queens (madama) of the House of Savoy. Lunch at

historical “Ristorante del Cambio” the most renowned and gastronomic

restaurant in Turin, a real city institution.

Afternoon: visit to Palazzo Carignano, a symbolic place for the history of

the House of Savoy and the Italian Risorgimento: besides being the

birthplace of Charles Albert and Victor Emmanuel II, it was the site for the

Piedmontese Parliament and the first Parliament of Italy. 

Walk through the central Via Po up to the Mole Antonelliana, the symbol

of the city. Visit of the National Cinema Museum and panoramic lift to the

terrace overlooking the entire historic centre. 

Dinner at the Officine Grandi Riparazioni, an ancient repair and

maintenance centre for railway vehicles turned into a meeting and

exhibition centre with its excellent restaurant. 

Overnight at the hotel.

Guide tour: full day




